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DERWENT STORMS DRAGON BOAT CLUB 
 

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING 
 

 11 am   Saturday 4 August 

Motor Yacht Club of Tasmania, Lindisfarne 

Beat the winter chill 

in a new club jacket 
Our coaches are loving their smart, new 

jackets.  

They not only look good but the word 

“coach” emblazoned on the back clearly 

identifies our go-to people for stroke 

improvement and other technical advice 

on dragon boat paddling. 

The parkas have proved such a hit with 

the coaching team that the same style is 

now being offered to the membership, 

minus the word coach but with the 

Derwent Storms logo on the front. 

The style includes a concealed hood and 

microfleece lining.  

The supplier has asked that orders be 

arranged through the club. 

If you are considering a purchase, please 

ask Ali, Angie, Martin, Donna, Kathy or 

Geoff if you can take a close look and 

perhaps try on their jacket.  

The cost is $102.30.  Please place your 

order with wardrobe mistress Jan Breen. 

A new consignment of Derwent Storms 

race tops (singlets and short sleeves) will 

be ordered after the start of the new 

season.   

Use the winter break to check your 

wardrobe and see what you need. 

Let the committee know if you have any 

suggestions to extend the paddling 

wardrobe. 

Awards aplenty at annual presentation dinner 

 

Sarah, Judelle, Marianne and Lisa loved their novelty awards 

What do a 

ruler, giant 

sunnies, a pair 

of handcuffs 

and a designer 

shower cap 

have in 

common? 

They were 

awarded to 

some very 

deserving 

Derwent 

Storms 
paddlers at the 

season end 

dinner.  More 

photos of the 

awards night 

on Page 3. 

 

http://derwentstorms.com.au/
mailto:derwentstorms@gmail.com
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What’s featured in this issue? 

Annual dinner/ awards ……. P 3 

Port Macquarie report ……. P 4 

Paddling Calendar ……....…. P 5 

Vogalonga report ..………… P 6 

Pan Pacs reminder ………… P 7 

Ord River report .………..... P 8 

Paddler profiles .…………… P 9-10  

 

Canberra locked in for 2019 Nationals  

There will be a change of scenery for the 2019 Nationals. 

Only a handful of Stormers have competed on Lake Burley 

Griffin in Canberra so if you have aspirations to represent the 

club or Tasmania, plan to be in the national capital next Easter. 

The regatta venue is the established rowing course at Weston 

Park in Yarralumla just west of the city centre. 

Seniors club racing will be held on Thursday 18 April and 

Friday 19 April (Good Friday). The 2km races for women and 

State v State program will be paddled on Saturday 20 April 

(Easter Saturday). 

Practice/training sessions and the opening ceremony are 

scheduled for Wednesday 17 April. 

DBTas will call for EOIs for the State team later in the year. A 

separate EOI process will apply to a club squad. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bomber Andrew is top mid-season tipster but Brendan deserves Magpie loyalty award 

Club president Andrew Lovibond has surprised himself more than other tipsters by taking out the mid-season competition 

and winning $50. A Bombers supporter, he admits to forsaking his team more than once to ensure his leading position on 

the DS Mongrels ladder. 

His performance in previous years has been “seriously unremarkable” but 2018 has seen the adoption of a more 

‘academic’ approach to tipping.  It remains to be seen if other Mongrels in the top 10 can make a bold move in coming 

weeks and take over the prize spot. Previous comp winner Karen Finlayson is hot on his heels.  

If there was a reward for team loyalty it would have to go Magpies tragic Brendan Breen who is stoic in his support for 

Collingwood despite regular ribbing from his Stormer colleagues. 

 

         

Barb Smith was among many Stormers who found the TK1 sessions a really useful exercise, despite the cold conditions 

Popular TKI practice sessions to be rerun – this time in warmer weather  

 

Although they were held in some of the coldest wintry 

conditions, our TK1 sessions have been extremely 

beneficial. 

At the end of their session each paddler was given 

feedback to complement the encouragement and advice 

from the support boat crew.   

Head coach Ali Mourant thanked the coaching group for 

enduring the freezing conditions for three Saturdays to 

enable participants to feel what it is like in a boat by 

themselves. 

Many members who missed the sessions are keen to have 

a go in the TK1 and others have already asked to have 

another go. 

More sessions are planned during the warmer months so 

watch this space. 
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End of season celebrations pay tribute to our great club   

 

 

Above left: Most frequent paddlers for the 

2017-18 season – Mel, Kathy, Marianne, Ali, 

Tony, Jan, Geoff, Judelle, Donna and Angie 

(absent) 

Above: Michelle Ryan received the Coaching 

Group’s Award for her commitment, 

endeavour and drive to learn while Jane 

Lovibond was Club Person of the Year. 

Left: Geoff Andrews’ award ensured he never 

wants for his favourite food; Barb Wood was 

recognised for her new-found prowess in the 

pool with a pack of Lifesavers; and Jenny 

Smith can now practise reversing her car with 

her new train set. 

Below: Dave Masters ensured a degree of 

formality at the MYCT by providing green 

bowties for all gentlemen .... and some ladies. 

Thanks to Jan Breen for organising the night. 
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Jenny flies  Derwent Storms flag at  Port Macquarie     
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

By Jenny Smith 

Having participated in a few marathon paddles and loved 

every muscle aching minute, I was very attracted to the 

prospect of the 18km marathon race at the Port 

Macquarie Regatta, so when Derwent Storms did not 

have enough takers to form a team I decided I was going 

anyway. 

The Flamin’ Dragons of Port Macquarie hold their regatta 

annually on the June long weekend. The regatta consists 

of an 18km Marathon Race on the Saturday and sprint 

races run under DBNSW rules on the Sunday.  

The marathon rules allow any group of paddlers from any 

club to form a team provided they have a minimum of 16 

(no more than 50% men) and have a Level 3 sweep. I 

would have been able to join any available boat. 

The sprint race day was more difficult to arrange for a 

solo competitor as under the DBNSW rules a team must 

be from one club and they can’t just have extra paddlers 

from elsewhere. However, paddlers from clubs not 

represented at the regatta can form what they call a 

Waratah team.  

I paddled with the Western Waratahs, a mixed team 

organised by Pearl Butcher from Pinnacle Dragons in 

Orange. About half the team were from Orange but 

there were some from other NSW clubs and me 

representing Derwent Storms. There were no age 

divisions at the regatta and our team included three 

juniors who were very skilled and energetic and a delight 

to paddle with.  

 

Ten teams competed in the Marathon over two heats. 

The course started at a small beach at McInherney Park, 

went up the Hastings River turning under a bridge and 

back down to the start. It is a beautiful course complete 

with dolphins, numerous water birds and, quaintly, a 

cable-drawn ferry that teams may have to give way to 

once or twice in the middle of the race!  

It was certainly a challenge keeping up the power for the 

marathon distance. We tried to do a seat change on the 

run, one seat at a time, but our weight differences and an 

odd number of paddlers meant that we were unbalanced. 

We had to stop with paddles flat to complete the change 

which lost too much time. 

    

After that we decided not to swap again and tough it out 

on the same side and no rests.   

Pearl was very good at calling up the power and keeping 

us focussed and we were quite pleased with ourselves 

holding off a relentless challenge from the boat behind 

that we bested by just 15 seconds in the end. Our team 

came 8th overall with a time of 1 hour 24 minutes. This 

was not bad for a team that had accepted all comers and 

had not been able to train together. The winners, a 

mixture of Pendragons/South West Dragons and Flamin’ 

Port Macquarie, had a time of 1:17. 

For the Sunday regatta, 13 teams competed in women’s, 

men’s and mixed 200 metres races with two heats and a 

final for each event, some 10s and some 20s all in 20s 

boats. There were also races for breast cancer survivors 

race and juniors.  

 

There was a strong current at the starting line making 

starts very challenging. The sweeps from Orange who 

normally paddle in a lake with no current at all 

appreciated the experience and practice. 

Flamin’ Dragons is a large club of approximately 100 

members and a mix of highly competitive and social 

paddlers, breast cancer survivors and sports paddlers.  

They seem rather like Derwent Storms except with a 

warmer and cleaner river to paddle on and a better view 

from their coffee shop.   

A team came to the Masters Games at Lake Barrington 

last year and they were very complimentary about that 

event and seemed delighted that a Derwent Storms 

member had come all the way to their regatta.  

I was given a very friendly welcome and joined them for 

their 6.30am training session on the last day of my trip 

before being taken to coffee and driven to the airport by 

a member.  

The regatta was very well organised, marshalling was very 

strict and races ran to schedule. There was delicious 

home-made food for sale provided by club members 

including hot pumpkin soup because the NSW crews 

thought 23 degrees was cold.  

Port Macquarie is picturesque and at that time of year the 

weather was perfect for paddling, swimming and whale 

watching cruises. 

I would go to Port Macquarie again and recommend to 

any Storms paddler to give it a go. It would be even 

better with a whole team of Derwent Storms paddlers. 

We would be so welcome and we could win that 

marathon. 
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DRAGON BOAT CALENDAR 
2018 

NOW   EOIs for Pan Pacs due 

July  21  Club working bee, MYCT 

August 4  Paddling resumes 9am for 9.30am 

August 4  Derwent Storms AGM  MYCT 11am 

October 7  DBTas AGM 12.30pm Campbelltown 

November 2-4  Pan Pacific Games Gold Coast 

2019 

March 10  Tasmanian Dragon Boat 

Championships, New Norfolk 

April 18-20  National Championships, Canberra 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Derwent Storms were welcomed at the MYCT annual 

dinner in June. Club representatives joined about 80 other 

MYCT members for the trophy presentation night and 

dinner. The committee is arranging a Derwent Storms 

evening cruise on the MYCT’s launch Egeria. Stay tuned 

for more info later in the year. 

 

com

mitte

e is 

arran

 

 

 

 

Is winter just a state of mind? 

Rain, snow or shine, Geoff Andrews seems to love the feel of the 

elements on his skin. No thermals or long-johns for him when he’s on 

the water!  

It’s bare legs at the very least and, if his participation in a certain mid-

winter swimming event was any indication, bare everything else as well! 

As long as there is a cuppa and a date scone at  

the end, he’s a happy man. 

Congratulations to Geoff and fellow Dark  

Mofo swimmer Tracy Harwood for their  

bravery and tenacity as well as a display of  

winter solstice lunacy.  
 

Tracy, who is well known for her early-morn- 

ing and evening dips at Lake Barrington, was  

one of the last swimmers to leave the water.  

She was escorted to her towel screened by a  

surf life saver carrying a large paddleboard! 
 

Tracy and Geoff are veterans of epic events so their dip at Long Beach in 

June was just another notch in their respective belts.  

They say they did it for the souvenir red swimming caps .Whatever … 

 

 

Paddle light mastery 

Thanks to David Masters for his generous donation of 

paddle lights to the club.  

Forever on the hunt for a bargain, Dave spotted these 

useful, battery-operated devices on the internet for a 

bargain price. 

With his fellow paddlers in mind, he made a bulk order. 

They are available for just $2 each with profits to the club.  

Being a stickler for good service and workmanship, Dave 

tested them all. He sent a few dodgy ones back to the 

manufacturer and asked for replacements. 

 

 

Strategic plan development 

The committee thanks members for their very 

useful input into the draft Strategic Plan.  

The meeting about this was well attended and the 

discussion was productive. 

With objectives now identified, these will be shared 

with all members.  

Those interested in developing the strategic plan 

further are welcome to join the working group of 

Andrew, Jan, Angie and James. 
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Vogalonga a practical introduction to combat paddling 
By Grady Koolhof 

Paddling down the Grand Canal in Venice is a dragon boater’s dream, and 

for six Derwent Storms paddlers that became a reality this year.  
 

Grady Koolhof, Janine Atkins, Denise Phillips, Helen Russell, Pamela Hunt 

and Diane Scarlett (pictured above) packed their paddling gear with great  

excitement and arrived in Venice in May to join their team-mates from  

Bidgee Dragons, who had organised participation in the event.  
 

First item on the agenda was the opening parade of the Venice Canoe and  

Dragon Boat Festival on Friday 18 May, where a contingent of dragon boats  

headed down the Grand Canal behind a police boat leading them through  

the busy waterway filled with normal boating traffic.  
 

The dragon boating festival took place on the Saturday. Enthusiastic teams  

from Canada, USA, Italy and Australia raced in the outer lagoon starting  

from the Constantin Reyer Sports Centre at S. Alvise.  
 

Traditional festivities of waking the dragon, dotting the eye, displays of  

Chinese dancing and martial arts marked the event.  
 

Sunday saw a very early start to be at S. Alvise by 7 am to collect the  

dragon boat and paddle to the start of the Vogalonga in St Mark’s Basin. 
 

The photos of the start (see above right) have to be seen to be believed,  

with over 2000 human-powered watercraft of all types waiting for the  

cannon signal to start the event.  
 

The Vogalonga, in its 44th year in 2018, is not a race and began as a protest  

against motorised craft on the canal and lagoon. Motorised craft are not  

allowed on the canal or the inner lagoon until three pm on the day of the event.  
 

‘Vogalonga’ means ‘long row’ in Italian, and it was indeed a long row for the participants, 30 kms out to the lace-making 

island of Burano and back via Murano.  

Battling the huge array of craft to get into the Grand Canal led to great frustration, and our team made an unanticipated 

detour to the dragon boat centre to change sweeps and drop off two paddlers who could not continue.  

Great was the jubilation when the Bidgee team made it to the final marker in the canal to receive their medals. What a day! 

Thrills, luckily no spills and plenty of drama marked this extraordinary event. 

 

 

 

Seasoned travellers may advise you to steer 
clear of Italy in mid-summer but this event 

is definitely on the dragon boat equivalent 

to the Peak Bagging list.  

Quite a few Storms paddlers have now 

completed the Vogalonga. If you think you 

might be up for it, see who else is interested 

and have a chat with those who have 

experienced it first-hand. Just be aware that 

it’s chaotic on the water and the event 

organisation is a rather haphazard. Lots of 

patience and an extra glass of vino might be 

in order. 

Or,  just go with the flow…  
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 Hands up for Pan Pacific Masters  

By Head Coach Ali Mourant 

Thirty Stormers have advised that they would like to take 

part in the Pan Pacific Masters Games on the Gold Coast 

this year, with a further 11 saying that they may be 

interested in attending. 

As advised via Team App earlier this year, the competition 

this year for Dragon Boating will be extended to three days 

instead of two.  Pan Pacs is a competition for many sports 

for athletes 40 years + so the Gold Coast is a hive of 

activity during these games – with Dragon Boating being 

held during the final days of competition.  The program is 

as follows:   

Friday November 2: Mixed 500 metre events plus heats 

of Womens and Opens 500m racing. 

Saturday November 3: Finals of Womens and Opens 

500m plus the start of 200m racing. 

Sunday November 4: Completion of 200m racing and/or 

possibly long racing around the island (depending how the 

program is panning out). 

Our biggest hurdle on selecting what categories to enter is 

that ALL racing is for 20s boats – with mixed events having 

to be 50 : 50 / male : female with a minimum of eight and a 

maximum of 10 of each gender.  

So even though it sounds as though we have plenty of 

people nominated – one crew = 22 people. 

If you have not already nominated but are interested in 

possibly attending, please let Ali know by emailing 

mourantcoach@gmail.com   

Coaches have been watching paddlers at training sessions 

to make the decisions about who will be selected to 

represent Derwent Storms at the Pan Pacs.  

We are looking for commitment and regular attendance as 

well as ability to cope with racing, technique and power.  

Committee and Coaches will be discussing the appropriate 

team/s to put forward in the coming weeks and emails will 

be sent out to all who have put forward their names for 

this exciting event.   

The most crucial thing is having sweeps and drummers for 

this event. Without them, we will not be able to send 

teams along. 

... and next year’s Nationals  

The strength and depth of Derwent Storms paddlers 

continues to grow.  

However, we are still looking to recruit more competitive 

paddlers in the hope that we can send an even bigger 

contingent to the 2019 Australian Championships and 

work towards possible selection into the Club Crew 

World Championships which will be held in France in 2020.   

I have great faith that we will be able to do this – at the 

same time as offering interesting and varied training 

sessions for all of our members.   

Dragon Boating is a great way for us all to keep fit and 

healthy,  and mixing with a wonderful bunch of people. 

.... and the State titles 

The venue for the 2019 State Championships on Sunday 

March 10  is New Norfolk rather than Lake Barrington.   

NEWS IN BRIEF 

EOIs for Aurora Thailand campaign 2019 

Expressions of interest for paddlers, drummers and sweeps 

to represent Australia in the Senior Auroras close on 

Friday 31 August.  Use this link to lodge your EOI:  

https://form.jotform.co/81617907720863. 

Fitness benchmark testing will be held in September at a 

date, time and venue to be fixed. Selection camps will be 

held on November 24-25 (Senior A), December 8-9 (Senior 

B) and December 15-16 (Senior C) in either Sydney or 

Melbourne. 

Please contact Derwent Storms head coach Alison Mourant 

if you need more information mourantcoach@gmail.com or 

phone 0407 801 401 

 

Fleet maintenance working bee 

Our five boats are in need of some TLC so please come 

along to the club working bee at 9am the MYCT on 

Saturday 21 July. 

The Swift boats are having a break from their farm stay at 

James Dunbabin’s and will require cleaning and polishing. 

The cubby also needs a spring clean as does the safety boat. 

If you have spare buckets and cleaning gear, please bring 

them.  

Some specialist tasks are required on the Champion boats 

but the whole exercise should take only a couple of hours. 

 

Statistics for season 2017-18 

Derwent Storms finished the paddling season with more 

than 80 members. While it was a terrific 12 months with so 

many wonderful accomplishments, the weather played 

havoc with training sessions. 

We were scheduled to be on the water 176 times but 35 

sessions were cancelled due to wind and rain. 

 

Training schedules 

Paddling will resume after the winter break on Saturday 4 

August. The Derwent Storms annual general meeting will 

be held after this session at 11am.  

Weekend start times for August are at the later time of 

9am for 9.30am. They revert to normal time, 8am for 

8.30am on Saturday 1 September. 

Tuesday paddling recommences on Tuesday 4 September.  

 

Recruitment campaign 

Derwent Storms is on the hunt for more members, 

particularly Senior As, and will be advertising in the press 

during September. 

If you know someone who might give paddling a try, please 

invite them to a Saturday session. 

 

mailto:mourantcoach@gmail.com
https://clicktime.symantec.com/a/1/rekUaMcmaX7fK-CHUm9vlXp9uMNqe3r-Mu_BycZ3ywM=?d=9Pceksn5FMm6FTj36UajRCcq-KUYl-HWOJJD42aBmzEts6_O1ZxIjfUPN7MlASm3UB5inmEviHv2HZ4u66kN97o_dhVhC4UIjnisKwK7hnInYAy-skPi-JnS6WY3YQ8PsK_yu5FGEwFYotqwW4tAXMdZGyUfd6fjNeoc3XRhwvAGhRJJlG-tyRNbzyOwrC7wnogX39KiJC6OfWyEJ5v2TP6fDPDdVJesMq_UB-9FzLZs46pjT9WvnjPc5eYbMLwg5rmzEDBt2UV3TdCXVBHbKvgk8wmutdPhXRcbMjR9wtHhy0F0KgA2jm5jvORGIMJpiyR8FB-jLi-YroxwDoAsGESNnxFlchpwBIND1w3QYMuGDwzf6huITT5GR7zPfFSD-thsBqp-F_80OQWnBFLeTVpyPWbRcuMTSuuEI-BNhkb4G-gS8HuLtUdSbCL6sw%3D%3D&u=https%3A%2F%2Fform.jotform.co%2F81617907720863
mailto:mourantcoach@gmail.com
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Misadventure on Ord River great dinner table topic  
By Marianne Catchpole Stevenson 

As I brush off the Kimberley dust that has christened my new walking boots, I reflect on how a couple of townies from 

Tassie have just experienced a most awesome trip. 

Having decided to sign up for the Ord River Dragon Boat Marathon, Tony and I were encouraged by Lyn Gough to travel 

there via a Gibb River Road tour with Adventure Wild. Her photo album gave us a glimpse of the highlights, and I rather 

innocently booked it in. Best decision I ever made! 

We travelled over 600 km on the Gibb River Road, much of that on bone-jarring corrugations produced by the effect of 

flooding in the wet season. Sometimes the noise in the truck was so loud it drowned out conversation. There was a 

competition to guess how many water crossings we would make - the count was in the high 60s when we left the tour in 

Kununurra. 

From Kununurra we toured down the Ord River, learning about the science behind the dam that produced Lake Argyle 

and the famous irrigation scheme. The views of rocky cliffs, plants, birds and of course the “freshies” were stunning, as 

was the sunset. I felt excited about our upcoming paddle over that same 55km stretch of river. 

Finally, the Ord River Marathon. Well, that was an experience! 

Four boats, each with 14 paddlers and a sweep/steersperson, undertook the 55km event meant to be completed in nine 

hours including three stops. About 20 mins in, while negotiating some “fast water” (their definition of small rapids up 

here), one boat went close to an overhanging branch and in the process of ducking/avoiding it, the boat turned over.  

The following boat tried to avoid them and in so doing also overbalanced. Crews were in the water, clinging to the boats 

and then making for the reeds at the bank. A few got bumps and scratches, fortunately nothing too serious.  

The paddlers were very stoic and went through the safety drill to number off and ensure all were accounted for. We 

were in the lead boat swept by the club president. We turned around when we heard the commotion and started to see 

dry bags and paddles floating by, and went back to help. The fourth boat also stopped to monitor those in the water.  

Our boat then continued on and had some lesser drama when our substitute sweep took us the wrong way around an 

island, meaning we had to negotiate some driftwood and bumped into a tree but managed not to overturn. We lost 

about two hours in the retrieval of paddlers and boats, so in the end we finished at the 42km mark, in a total of nine 

hours - so we’re still claiming a marathon effort! 

The organising club were magnificent in managing the incidents. This is the first time in 12 years that a boat has 

overturned. We didn’t see any crocs - too busy paddling, and I suspect all the “freshies” headed for safety when the 

commotion occurred. 

Unfortunately I have no personal pics of the day as I left my phone safely at the motel. The legacies of this amazing trip 

are the memories of people, places, plants and animals; the feeling of achievement of having thrived in an environment 

way outside our comfort zone and of having completed a marathon paddle; and a desire to explore more of Australia. 

Thank you to our Derwent Storms buddies who inspired us to do the marathon, encouraged us to take the Kimberley 

tour, generously wished us well and responded so supportively to our tales of adventure. 
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Work, paddle, cook, eat, sleep, go to the gym, eat, work, paddle, cook ...  life is pretty full on 

for Derwent Storms coach KATHY EVANS but she reckons she has her work-life balance 

pretty right for the moment. 

It was more difficult when she began paddling 11 years ago. Kathy was building a career in 

agricultural research and managing two active, young boys so juggling these two priorities with 

paddling was a daunting prospect. 

But she took advice to look after her health and wellbeing from her GP, Dr Sally Chapman, who 

was an enthusiastic advocate of dragon boating. She suggested Kathy join her group on the 

water. “It only took one wild ride up to Geilston Bay and back and I was hooked,” Kathy said. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PADDLER PROFILES…..   PADDLER PROFILES…..   PADDLER PROFILES….. 

 

 

 

 

“I felt so guilty leaving the family to go to training at first but then found a rhythm whereby the boys were happy to heat 

up spaghetti bolognese on paddling nights!  They could see I was becoming a much happier and easier person to live with 

and it became their ‘normal’ too.   

“I also learned to stop work around 5pm on a Tuesday and Thursday night rather than pushing through on a self-imposed 

deadline. You can make time for exercise when motivated.”  

Kathy’s competitive streak emerged gradually as the club grew.  Her first interstate regatta was the Melbourne 

International Dragon Boat Festival in 2009.  

A turning point for Kathy has been becoming a coach.  In helping others learn, she’s learned a lot more about herself.  “I 

hope I have more empathy than before and there is great satisfaction from seeing another paddler step up to the next 

level in their paddling, no matter how small that step is,” she said.   

Coaching seems to have had knock-on effects at work at the Tasmanian Institute of Agriculture at UTAS.  She recently 

joined the leadership team and believes paddling is helping her achieve some balance and perspective in her role. 

“There is no doubt my own enjoyment and experience of paddling has been enriched by having good mentors and role 

models, especially Ali Mourant, Donna Fittock, the entire coaching group and the very strong leadership in our current 

Committee,” Kathy said. “The diversity of paddlers in our club – in every sense of that word - is also something I value 

highly. It’s my extended family.”    

  

KAY DOLMAN is a newcomer to dragon boating and to Tasmania. A feisty retiree, Kay is finding ways to challenge 

herself in her adopted state.  

With her family still in NSW, Kay has joined three distinctively different organizations - a book club, the Hobart Ionians 

Club (of which she is president) and Derwent Storms. 

She happened upon the Pinkies on a morning walk around Lindisfarne Bay and, after telling them she’d rather be on the 

water than walking, they suggested she email Derwent Storms. 

 
 

“Dragonboating has enriched my life considerably. Besides strengthening my bones and body overall, my children and 

friends are proud of me pushing through physical and mental barriers at my age. I have grown more confident in my own 

body through dragonboating. 

“I fly to NSW occasionally to visit family and they are happy for me, particularly because I'm trying different things and 

challenging myself down here.” 

Kay has worked at various occupations including legal secretary, stay at home mum with three children, school admin and 

library, as well as disabilities support.   

She loves online scrabble, called Words with Friends, and plays with people from other parts of the world. 

Kay says her taste in movies is fairly eclectic but she has a special passion for BBC thrillers. Kay is also a keen traveller but 

also enjoys solitary walks to clear her head. 

She hasn’t yet competed in an interstate regatta but as Kay says: “Never say never.” 

 

A year later, Kay comes to training twice a week and paddles on Wednesday mornings. “I 

also come on Sunday I get the nerve as it's usually challenging for me to go two days in a 

row,” she said. “But I've bought a light for night training next summer, crossing my 

fingers.” 

Kay has discovered, through paddling, that she has a competitive side to her but says 

starting this sport at “her age” it will take time to acquire the necessary fitness and skill. 

A few winter-related respiratory problems have set her back a bit, but it’s only temporary.  

“I love being part of a team, the feeling of achievement and accomplishment at the finish of 

an hour's paddle, the commitment of the coaches, the continual opportunities to improve 

... and the coffee afterwards,” she said. 
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PADDLER PROFILES…..   PADDLER PROFILES…..   PADDLER PROFILES….. 

TONY STEVENSON has been paddling with Derwent Storms for about a year and a half but he 'discovered' the sport 

three years ago when he attended a Dragons Abreast corporate day with wife Marianne.  While Marianne took to it 

immediately, Tony admits he was 'underwhelmed'.  

“I thought that sticking a piece of wood in the water surely couldn’t be that hard,” he said. "But I also questioned the 

attraction of paddling with others who were also just doing the same weird thing!” 

As Marianne continued with her paddling, Tony was exposed to various events that the club was involved in. "I was taken 

aback by the camaraderie that existed amongst the members; the fun that they obviously had together; and how nicely they 

treated one another," he said.  

"My only other experience with a sporting organisation had been years previously with a  

football club in which the group dynamics were radically different, and much less pleasant!" 

When the 2017 Dragons Abreast corporate day rolled around, he had another go at paddling. 
 

This time around he decided he could make a go of it.  "But I was hopeless: splashing water 

everywhere; totally out of time; and I even managed to inadvertently hit a paddler in the back 

of the head with my paddle!" he said. 
 

"I dreaded Saturday morning training, fervently hoping that the weather would turn foul and  

that paddling would be cancelled. 

"Despite my complete lack of paddling talent, the coaches and other members were all very  

encouraging, and urged me to continue on, saying that I would eventually get the hang of it.  

I wasn’t so sure.  

"My continual negativity then brought matters to a head. A couple of members put me straight. One said that if I thought 

paddling was difficult, had I ever considered what childbirth would be like! Another paddler leant over in the boat and 

quietly told me to “stop complaining and just put in!” 

Those inspiring comments, coupled with positive encouragement, fuelled Tony's fire to make dragon boating his preferred 

sport. He and Marianne aim to paddle four times a week and to compete at interstate level. 

"Paddling is a great way to be active; and I enjoy talking to, and laughing with, the Derwent Storms paddlers. And it is an 

activity, along with walking, that people can continue to enjoy as they get older," he said. 

Tony was a computer programmer in the 1970s (pre-personal computers) and recently retired as a freelance writer and 

author. He says he has ample time to indulge his love of dragon boat paddling. 

 

 

 

The Cancer Council Biggest Morning Tea hosted by 

Dragons Abreast was well worth attending – and the star 

attraction was not the selection of fabulous cakes. 

Guest speaker Kelly Wilkie, from Body System 

Physiotherapy in Hobart, was an absolute inspiration.  

A key adviser to the Australian rowing team for 10 years, 

Kellie applied her considerable knowledge and skills to 

dragon boat paddling technique and she totally captivated 

her audience.  

She spoke dragon boating language fluently and showed 

how and why injuries could occur in our sport. 

What’s more Kellie offered valuable advice on how to 

manage and even avoid injury and pain in backs, hips and 

shoulders. 

 

 

 

The bottom line is that we take a leaf out of the elite 

rowers’ manual and do two basic exercises to ward off 

injury: prolonged hip and buttock stretches. 

Kellie proved that value of these exercises with the 

national rowing squad. After introducing them on a daily 

schedule, the number of rowers who missed training due 

to injury reduced from 75 to seven over a year.  

Many thanks to Miriam Fletcher for inviting fellow physio 

Kellie to speak and for inviting Derwent Storms members 

to share in this great information session. 

To read more details of Kellie’s talk, take a look at Miriam’s 

report on pages 5 and 6 in DATH’s winter newsletter. 

 

Stretch those muscles and you may avoid grief down the line 

http://dragonsabreast.com.au/images/DAHobart/DATH-NL-Winter-2018.pdf

